This paper presents a measurement study of two different methods for active probing of cross traffic on access links. The categories used in the study are packet pair probing and one-way-delay probing. The first approach uses measured increase in packet spacing as indicator of cross traffic presence, while the latter uses increase in one-way-delay for probe packets as indicator. These methods have been chosen because they are fundamentally different in terms of requirements, benefits and challenges. The main novelty of this paper is the presentation and discussion of measurement results from an access network using an adaptive video service as cross-traffic. The findings clearly illustrate the potential strengths of a probing method based on one-way-delay measurements, under the condition that the required timing accuracy is achieved and delay characteristics is available for the involved network path. The benefit of using Precision Time Protocol instead of Network Time Protocol is illustrated, even in networks of limited size.
Introduction
The dynamics of Internet traffic on different levels, ranging from per session, per user and up to backbone traffic aggregates is a topic of great interest in the research community. The reasons for performing such studies are diverse and so are also the techniques and methods applied. One obvious reason for studying Internet traffic dynamics on an aggregated level is the need for knowledge about how to best design and scale the future Internet as a whole. Another reason, on a lower level, is the growing amount of adaptive services on the Internet, which is characterized by their ability to change their requirements according to varying network conditions. Such services would obviously benefit from being able to obtain accurate views of different network-and traffic metrics in real-time.
Obtaining information about Internet traffic is best done by means of passive measurements performed in a non-intrusive way on the network links of interests. However, in some cases such passive measurements are not possible due to e.g. lack of access to the relevant links or involved equipment. In these cases, the use of active measurements is an alternative to consider. Such measurements are based on injecting probe traffic into the network between end-points and then study how this specific traffic is treated. Based on the findings for the probe traffic, one can then make some statements about the traffic conditions along the same path as the probe traffic followed. Examples of such statements could be related to e.g. packet loss or delay, described by basic mean value considerations or higher order statistical views.
In this paper we compare two active probing methods for estimating cross-traffic amount on access links by means of theoretical discussions and measurements in a controlled lab environment. The metric of interest describing the cross traffic amount is based on buffering time observations for injected probe traffic. These observations can then be analyzed over certain periods and used for different purposes. The methods used in our study are based on sequences of packet pairs and single packets, at different rates. The way buffering time observations are extracted for these two methods are quite different and will be further described later in this paper.
The measurement part of our study is done in a controlled lab environment reflecting a typical broadband access network, and using a high quality video streaming service as the cross traffic component. The reason for focusing on the access link part is that this is where we quite often encounter the bottleneck across a network path. The choice of video as cross traffic component is based on the growing popularity of this service type on the Internet.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of related work; Section 3 describes the active probing methods; Section 4 presents the measurement setup; Section 5 provides the results and an analysis; Section 6 provides the conclusions and an outline of future work is given in Section 7.
Related Work
There is a lot of research in the field of active probing addressing different research questions ranging from the application layer down to the physical layer. In the context of our work, i.e. estimating the amount of cross traffic (measured by increased buffering time for probe traffic) on an access link -the most related research are found in the domain of methods for available bandwidth estimations. For this purpose there are several approaches, most of which fall into either the Probe Rate Model (PRM) or Probe Gap Model (PGM) categories [1] . The PRM approach is based on the principle of self-induced congestion and by this detecting available capacity, while the PGM approach uses observed inter-arrival time (IAT) variations [2] [3] for probe packets to estimate the current level of cross traffic. However, the original idea of using probe packets as basis for active measurements was suggested in [4] where back-to-back packets were sent to detect the capacity of bottlenecks. The use of one-way-delay (OWD) observations [5] [6] for probe packets through a network can also be used for estimating available bandwidth as per the PGM approach. However, as the computation of OWD is based on time information from different nodes in the network it has very strict requirements in terms of clock accuracy and synchronization [7] . As described in [8] the main protocols for distributing clock information across as network, NTP (Network Time Protocol) and PTP (Precision Time Protocol) have different capabilities in this regard. The latter is stated to give accuracy in the order of µs, while the former in the order of ms. However, it should be noted that this depends a lot on the specific hardware and software used. In a recent work [9] the performance of the Linux PTP daemon was evaluated and their findings were in line with [8] . What concerns NTP there are also improvements in this provided by the NTPv4 [10] which could bring the accuracy down into the µs region in certain cases.
As presented in [11] there are many sources of delay components along a network path and not all of them are influenced by cross traffic. This represents as source of error for all delay based probing methods.
3
Active Probing
The metric of interest to be measured by the active probing is amount of cross traffic present, represented by introduced additional buffering time for the probe traffic over some time interval. In Fig. 1 a simplified model for an access link as a basic queuing system is presented. The service rate λ out corresponds to access capacity (bits/s), the λ cross corresponds to the uplink capacity for the access node and V B is the configurable buffer size (bytes) for a specific access. The indicated time parameters t a and t b represents time between packets in a packet pair and time between packet pairs as sent, while t a*,i and t b*,i are the corresponding values when probe traffic is received on the client side. The t s,i and t r,i parameters are timestamps for when a packet was sent and received.
Fig. 1. Access Link Buffer Model
In the zero cross-traffic case the client side will in theory receive the probe traffic with t a*,i = t a , t b*,i = t b and a constant t s,it r,i . When cross-traffic is introduced there will be time variations in the received probe traffic, caused by additional buffering time for the probe packets in the access link buffer.
When using packet pairs, the original time between the packets (t a , t b ) is assumed known by the receiver. Thus, any changes to this would be caused either by crosstraffic or fluctuations in processing load on involved network components. By calculating the difference between packet spacing as received and sent -a series of samples is produced. An important benefit of this method is that there is no need for accurate time synchronization of sender and receiver side. Another benefit is that an increasing amount of probe traffic does not lead to potentially an over-sampling scenario, i.e. the registration of a certain buffering time component more than once. However, the method has a weakness in the sense that cross-traffic may delay the first packet in a pair, and thereby reduce the spacing between the packet pairs [12] . One way to handle this is to consider both packet pair spacing and the time between packet pairs by summarizing this into packet pair period samples t pp,i as given in Eq.1.
In addition, some computation is required on the period sample time series as presented in our submitted work [13] in order to carry forward a time shift component to the next t a*,i or t b*,i observation. However, for the purpose of comparing the two active probing methods in this paper we have left this computational correction out. It is further important to note that for this method to be able to capture delay components higher than just the buffer output time of a single cross-traffic packet T p , it is a requirement that the arrival rate λ cross towards the bottleneck is higher than the service rate λ out . This can be seen from Eq. 2 where the maximum value for observed time between packets in a packet pair t a*,Max is expressed.
In a real life network the condition λ cross > λ out would normally apply since an access node typically is served by at least a gigabit connection and each customer connection would be in the order of tens of Mbps. One could also claim that the approach of using packet pairs has a drawback in the sense that is requires two probe packets to produce a single cross traffic sample. However, if both packet pair spacing and time between packet pairs are considered, this is no longer applicable.
When using a sequence of single probe packets it is the OWD for each packet which is used to obtain buffering time samples. The sender adds a time stamp to each packet when sent t s,i , and the receiver adds his own timestamp to the packet when received t r,i . If we then know the reference OWD during times of zero cross traffic T owd,0 , we can for each probe packet when received -compute a sample t owd,i for buffering time induced by cross-traffic.
This approach has the benefit of that each probe packet gives one cross-traffic sample, and all samples are independent. However, even though the samples are independent they may actually lead to a degree of oversampling if more than one probe packet is in the buffer at the same time. The reason is that each probe packet will be delayed according to the total amount of packets ahead of it in the buffer, even if there are other probe packets as well there. Investigation of the over-sampling issue is left for future work. Further on, as the method uses timestamps from different sources (sender and receiver) it requires a high degree of accuracy in time synchronization. The use of NTP or even PTP may not be accurate enough. The challenge of actually knowing the reference OWD when no cross-traffic is present is also a significant challenge.
Measurement Setup
In order to perform a comparison of the two active probing methods, an access network testbed was established (cf. Fig. 2 ). In order to minimize cross process impacts on the client and server side, both the probe generator and the probe receiver were put on dedicated nodes. In a real life, this may be more integrated at least on the client side -but this depends on the specific application.
Fig. 2. Access Network Testbed
As probe traffic generator and receiver the Rude/Crude tool [14] was used. This has the capability of generating IP packets according to trace files, describing both packet size and time between packets. It also provides application level time stamping which is easily available on the receiver side. The accuracy of this tool has been shown in [15] to be in the area of 2µs. The cross-traffic used in the measurements was a video stream operating at 5Mbps based on the MS Smooth Streaming platform [16] . In our earlier work [17] the nature of this traffic is described in more detail with special focus on its burst oriented nature. Based on this, we can state that a video server of this type connected on a 100Mbps link will send bursts of data towards the client at rates close to its link speed, independent of what the average video stream bitrate is. Thus, we have that the earlier stated λ cross > λ out requirement for packet probing method is met. The access capacity towards the client was configured using the QoS mechanisms provided by the Cisco switch used. This configuration gives the λ out and also the buffer size V B available for the specific access.
For the purpose of time synchronization of probe sender and receiver both NTPv4 and PTPv2 [18] were used in the measurements. The NTP configuration was made so that the probe receiver used the probe sender as NTP server, in order to maximize timing accuracy when using this protocol. When using PTP as synchronization protocol, the same direct relationship between the probe sender and receiver was made. The probe sender in PTP master role and the probe receiver in PTP slave role.
The operating systems used on the video client and server side were MS Windows 7 Professional, while probe sender and receiver were using Linux Ubuntu 12.04.
All processing of measurement data was done post-experiment in order to keep the cross-process impact for each node as low as possible.
Measurement Scenarios
A range of different probe traffic patterns was used in the measurements. The parameters subject for change were the intra-packet time values t a and t b , while the probe packet size was fixed at 100Byte in all cases. When using packet pair probing, t a was always smaller than t b , thus reflecting the time between packets in a pair. In the case with a sequence of single probe packets and measurement of OWD, t a was set equal to t b . The sum of t a and t b gives the period in the probe pattern and thereby also the probing rate in pps and bps. Ideally, the probing rate should be kept as low as possible, in order to minimize the chances of self-induced congestion or other undesirable service impact. The parameters given in Table 1 represent the range of different scenarios included in our measurements, for which we compared the two methods of active probing. For each scenario, measurements were done for a period of 10 minutes both with and without the cross-traffic (i.e. the 5Mbps video stream). The capacity on the access link was set to 10Mbps for all scenarios, but with different buffer (V B ) settings configured in the router.
Results
In this section, a selection of the measurement results is presented. The specific scenario for packet pair probing where V B =256/t a =0.55/t b =4.6, and for OWD probing where V B =256 / t a =t b =2.6 is presented in detail. The presentation of the results are mainly given by means of graphical summaries, and especially by estimated probability density function (PDF) plots and the corresponding cumulative distribution function (CDF). The differences in distributional properties for the received probe traffic with and without cross-traffic present are quite well presented by this. Whenever appropriate, interesting numerical indicators are also included. The effect of time synchronization method used (NTP, PTP) is only presented for the OWD probing method. The reason for this is that the packet pair method only uses receiver side time information, and therefore is not affected by this.
Packet Pair Probing Results
For the packet pair probing method, the difference between the PDF for probe packets received when there is no cross-traffic present, and when the video stream is introduced is clear in terms of the reduced distribution peak for the latter case. In addition, it is interesting to note the appearance of a small peak in the distribution for t a*,i (cf. Fig 3, left side) in the low value region in the case when cross-traffic is present. The source of this effect is the occurrence of t b*,i > t b samples, which delays the first packet in the next packet pair -as discussed in section 4. The result of this is the low value group of t a*,i < t a observations.
Fig. 3. PDF view of Packet Pair Results at t a =0.55ms, t b =4.6ms and V B =256
By viewing the same measurements using a CDF plot rather than PDF, it is even easier to see that the packet pair probing is able to detect the cross-traffic (cf. Fig 4) . The CDF for t a*,i observations are lifted in the low region, and reduced in the high region. The similar effect is also seen in the CDF for t b*,i observations. Thus, both t a*,i and t b*,i observations detect cross-traffic, but at the same time they have a negative impact on each other (as indicated by the low region CDF lift). Common for both the PDF and CDF view of the packet pair method is that even in the no Cross-Traffic scenario the received probe traffic has some deviations from the original pattern. This represents a significant source of error, which could be critical depending on how the results of the probing are to be applied.
One-Way-Delay Probing Results
For the OWD probing method, the difference between the PDF for probe packets received with and without cross-traffic present is quite significant in terms of shape (cf. Fig 5, left side) . The dominating peak is shifted upwards when cross-traffic is present, which also contributes to a higher mean value. The effect on the CDF (cf. Fig 5, right side) illustrates the difference even better, as the two graphs follow each other up to the ~90% level and then the cross-traffic graph flattens out. This indicates that the high ~10% amount of values differ significantly in magnitude. Same as for the packet pair probing method, both the PDF and CDF view of the measurements show variations even in the no Cross-Traffic scenario.
Effect of NTP versus PTP on One-Way-Delay Results
The effect of using PTP as time synchronization protocol between the probe sender and receiver instead of NTP can be illustrated by a PDF and CDF plot for OWD observations as given in Fig. 6 . The use of using PTP instead of NTP clearly gives a sharper peak in the PDF function and an increased function derivate in the mid region of the CDF function. These are both indications of more accurate sync. The difference in mean value for the observations when using in each probe sample value
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The presence of potential oversampling for the OWD measurements was not investigated. However, as the trend for both packet pair probing and OWD probing is quite similar across all probing rate levels we believe that this error factor did not contribute much to the measurement results.
Conclusions
The measurement based comparison of packet pair and OWD probing presented in this paper highlights strengths and weaknesses for both methods. The objective of the comparison was not to make a statement about which one is better, as this would have to be done in the context of a specific application. However, in a scenario such as the one we used in our measurements, it is clear that the OWD based method is able to detect more of the cross-traffic than the packet pair method. Concerning the packet pair method, we believe that our findings related to dependencies between t a* and t b* observations have significance for a range of suggested probing methods based on the packet pair principle, e.g. in the area of available bandwidth estimation. To our knowledge, this specific dependency has not been documented earlier. We further believe that our findings related to sensitivity for parameter values t a and t b selected are of interest. Finding the optimal parameter selection for a complex traffic mix is foreseen to be quite challenging, but an approach where a range of values are used may be a beneficial approach.
The most interesting finding for the OWD method is the significant impact of using PTPv2 instead of NTPv4. Keeping in mind that our access network lab is of a much smaller size than what a real network would be, it clearly demonstrates the shortcomings of using a NTP based synchronization for purposes like this. Another interesting finding is the challenge to establish a reference point for OWD when no cross-traffic is present. The variations observed even in the small access network lab were higher than what we expected.
Future Work
To further analyze the capabilities of active probing methods it would be interesting to also make measurements using other tools than Rude/Crude, and also use different operating systems and even HW components. Reason being that one can never neglect the possibilities when doing measurements that some of the things which are being observed have underlying reasons not related to the topic investigated.
The implementation of time synchronization between probe sender and receiver should also be closer investigated. The specific implementation of NTPv4 in Ubuntu 12.04 may have flaws, or there could even be some not obvious configuration options with a positive impact on accuracy. In a scenario with at least µs accuracy of time synchronization between hosts on the Internet, active probing using OWD measurements becomes very attractive.
The cross-traffic used in our measurements was of a specific type, operated at a specific quality (bitrate) level. A more composed and potentially complex crosstraffic profile would also be interesting to include in a measurement study. However, the burst oriented nature of the video service used gives a very challenging traffic pattern. Thus, we do not think a more composed cross-traffic scenario will make the research question significantly harder.
